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 What Are the Akashic Records?

Akasha is a Sanskrit word meaning ether/space (primary substance).  It is
primordial energy before it has interacted with any other piece of energy.

The akasha is made of light and sound.
The 5th element & 4 elements arise from here.

This sound of silence is like the brilliance before the light.  A hologram.
These all-pervasive matrices are known as The Book of Life, Hall of Records,
Zero Point Field, Song of the Creator, the Great Tone (Taoism), Song of the
Spheres (Pythagoras), uni (1) + verse (song) + nada (sound) + yoga (union).

The main force is sound vibrations, Q-waves that store and transfer creative
intelligence and is the catalyzing template of our energy/reality.  They
evolve as we do - shifting our DNA (through telomeres/microtubules?),

therefore our frequencies & experiences towards our Divine expressions.
 

Every person, place, thing, event & intergalactic has an akashic record.
They are boundless, ethereal libraries where all past, present and future
information is recorded.  As time is not linear, all is available in this QF.

 
The records are the realm of consciousness where all info exists from a

perspective of unconditional love, zero judgement, support and free will. 
 They never tell you what to do.  The focus is on your earthly experiences.

 
All human being have access to this all-dimensional realm where the

collective resonance is peace, love and joy.  (Dimensions are other planes of
consciousness).  Everyone has access to them & are available to all who seek.

The records work by invitation only; we invite the knowledge we seek.  It
requires no psychic skills, angels, channelling but it really helps.  It may be

helpful to view accessing the records as a change in consciousness.
We take ownership that we are the main characters in our journey and

others are supports and show up as reflections of us & our sacred wounds.
 

"Everything brought forth into the space of the Akasha receives a measure of
healing." - Linda Howe



To get clear, helpful, wise guidance on questions from your own records.
To know how to maximize opportunities by knowing what to expect, and
identify unexpected aspects to maximize success.
To work on what you don't know about, what you can't see.
To learn about your companion animals, locations, historic monuments,
crystals etc - all with permission of course!  To get permission simply tune
into them and ask for permission to look into their akashic records.  You
should feel a clear yes (uplifting, expanding, a sensation of lightness), or a
no (a downward energetic, density, coolness).  

Intuitive development training is greatly enhanced while in the records.
To step away from linear time repeating issues (unlearned, incomplete
karmic lessons) and step into cycles of evolutionary personal growth.
To clear any limiting beliefs, false paradigms that are holding you back.
To make (potentially dramatic) life changes.
To shift from incompletely learned "past" life issues uplifting you into a
state of greater health, happiness and well-being.  This is especially good
for stubborn issues.
To improve your relationships, including with yourself, spirit guides.
To have more of you living/being present - heal self-abandonment issues.
To heal emotional, mental and physical challenges.  By identifying details
about their point of origin we can  then heal and integrate them.
To understand geneological, ancestral patterns.
To know yourself better and discover who you are in spiritual truth!
To assist you in your present life, and search for areas where you can
expand your horizons.
To set intentions to better manifest the reality you choose.
To attune your energy frequency to that of success.
To inspire you to discover your own highest potential.
To activate and learn about your unique gifts and talents.
To identify, create and expand your energy to fulfil your life
purpose/mission/intention/goals/service work & life lessons.
To set yourself up for success for prosperity and abundance. 
To experience deep and transformative self-love and compassion.

Why Explore the Akashic Records?
 

Generally Speaking About Accessing this Portal to Spiritual Support:

More Specifically As We Seek Enlightenment, Discover Our Soul's Perfection:
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Thoughts on Creating Your Questions To Ask Your Masters, Teachers &
Loved Ones for Self-Awareness, ~Acceptance & ~Honouring 

Be Prepared to Take Emotional & Action-orientated Responsibility!
 

Ensure the questions(s) represent the true essence of the knowledge you
are seeking.  You many have to dig deeper to unearth what it is you really
need to know, and not what you want to know.  As there are many layers
within every perception the more you can sink into the heart of the matter
the better.  This helps you get to the root of your inquiry for specific, deep
and lasting transformation.
The frequency of the question determines the frequency of the answer.  To
the best of your ability ask questions that contain words with "positivity"
such as "What can I _____?", compared with "Why can't I ______?"  Think of it
like positive reinforcement you would employ with another, as compared to
pointing out what is "bad" or undesired.
Karma can be seen as unlearned lessons from alternative lives, and not
punishment.  For instance, taking on a false belief system could be seen as
negative karma.  Often the challenging karma we carry or that comes
through from alternative lives can be rooted in fear.  Approaching life with
a healthy, supportive, kind, loving and highly integral belief system could
be seen as positive karma.  Past life beneficial karma can be awakened as
powerful, new skills, talents and attributes in this life.  Furthermore the
more un-truths we expose and transmute increases our likelihood for not
generating more 'negative karma in this life.  No bonus lessons!
Remember if a situation wasn't/isn't serving us, we wouldn't have created it
in the first place.
Yes/No questions don't provide the opportunity to give the most wisdom,
guidance or full clarity.  They are self-limiting and don't allow the space for
the resounding awareness that could be realized.  Ask open-ended
questions to allow for a breadth of understanding to come through:  what,
why, how.
If you need some assistance with identifying your question you can ask
your heart, higher self, teachers, loved ones, guides and angels which
stimulates your intuition.  Maybe do a dream incubation on getting clarity
on discovering the best questions that will result in the most helpful
answers.  Or turn to your favourite oracles such as a tarot, runes, dowsing
or even the patterns left over in the bottom of your soup bowl!
All sessions are within in a safe and sacred space, please have fun with this!  
It's about the journey, as there really is not a destination in spiritual truth.  
                "Change is the process, not the goal."  Sandra Anne Taylor
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Please tell me what simple guidance I need for today?
For the best and highest good for all what is most important to know?
Is there anything I need to know about _____ ?
Does my _____ have a message for me?
Is there anything else that would be helpful for me to know about _____?
What is the purpose of _____ ?
How can I learn to trust myself more?
What are some of my gifts and natural abilities?
What vision of myself needs to show up so I can get what I need?
What limiting belief do I need to clear so I can help myself with _____ ?
What could prevent me from _____ and how can I address that?
What subconscious fear do I have around _____ ?
Where did my fear of _____ originate?
How can I release this fear of _____ ?
How has this block of _____ helped me?
How has the limiting belief/false paradigm of _____ helped or is helping
me?
How can I best support _____ ?
How can I best help _____ deal with _____ ?
How can I best forgive _____ ?
How can I heal or erase the negativity around _____ ?
How could I bring more light to _____ ?
How were my parents the perfect choice for me in this lifetime?                

What is a struggle that is ancestry related?

How is this location of _____ (not) supporting my growth at this time?
How can I best support the energy of this space?
What is my probable future in 6 months time, based on my current
vibe?  Please show me an even higher future possibility where I can
experience the most joy, happiness, success and peace in my heart.

What is the true nature of _____ ?

Sample Questions for Inspiration
 

As a child, how did I help or challenge those around me?
As a child, how did those around me help or challenge me?
(You could ask for your adolescence, adulthood too).

How could shifting this ancestral pattern affect my future and the
future generations of my bloodlines?

What shifts can I make today to align to this highest expression?
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